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Bowe, Piccardo to lead ASUPS in 1999 1 Betas save
TANYA JOSEPHSON
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David Bowe .defeated Bear Andrews to become the new
ASUPS president, and Gianna Piccardo beat Mele Moore for
the position of vice president.
Bowe received 788 votes, while Andrews received 167. The
difference in the number of
votes for the vice presidential
candidates was smaller;
We want to start out
Piccardo received 775 votes and
on the right foot,
Moore received 348.
working with the
"The fact that so many of the
students, being more positions were either unconinvolved, and having tested or mostly write-in candiAS UPS take an active dates had its effect on the turnout of the election," said Sarah
role in student life.
Brock, Elections Committee
—Gianna Piccardo, Chair.
Bowe and Piccardo ran on the
Vice President-elect
same ticket, with a focus on four
main issues: technology on
campus, the bookstore, off-campus relations, and a year 2000
party.
After hearing the news, Bowe said, "I feel ecstatic. We're
very happy, and ready for a year to lead AST.JPS in the right
direction."
Piccardo said, "It means a lot that so many people put faith

BECKY BROWNING
TREVOR ANTHONY

Contributing Editors
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Bowe and Piccardo celebrate the news of their
victory at a post-election gathering.
in us. We want to start out on the right foot by working with
the students, being more involved, and having ASTJPS take an
active role in student life."
Andrew Peterson, Senator-at-Large, was surprised at the
please see Election Results, page 3
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This spring the Asian Studies Department is hosting Tetsuo Najita, a visiting
professor of history from the University
of Chicago and a leading scholar in the
history of modern Japanese thought.
Najita is here as the 1999 Catharmne
Gould Chism Visiting Professor, a position which rotates between departments
in the humanities.
The stated purpose of the Chism professorship is to "enrich the study of the
humanities for the entire university community by bringing to campus persons
with a record of creative contributions
to an appropriate field."
Having published major articles and

MATT MCGmS
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tual Crises as They Relate to Issues of
Political Economy."
Starting with the Tokugawa period
(1603-1868) and continuing through the
present day, the course
will study the various
ways that Japanese thinkers have addressed the
different social, political
and economic problems
of their times. It will examine crises of identity
during periods of internal
social change, as well as
during periods of external influence from
the West.
A central theme in the course is that
each historical period poses its own probplease see Najita, page 2

Gomez delivers Recomme:;nded Pla-M
Staff Writer

• Bigots on the

several prominent books in the field,
Najita is a distinguished scholar of Japanese intellectual history. He is the immediate past chair of the history department at the University of
Chicago and is also a
former president of the Association of Asian Studies.
Najita waS offered the
Chism position four years
ago by Chris Ives, then director of Asian Studies.
While at UPS, Najita is
teaching a course and leading a faculty seminar in his field of academic expertise, and will also give a public lecture.
He is currently teaching History 349,
"Intellectual History of Japan: Intellec-

In a concrete effort to address the ongoing campus concern with diversity,
ASUPS President Rafael Gomez delivered his Recommended Plan of Action
on African-American Recruitment to the
Board of Trustees on Feb. 12.
The report included a review of cur rent university efforts as well as recommendations for more effective future action. Gomez stressed that the report's
focus on African-American students was
requested by the Board, and that this fo-

cus was used only as an indicator, and
not the exclusive definition, of diversity
recruitment.
As the report notes, the concern with
diversity is a direct result of the
University's responsibility "to mold citizens and leaders who carry a holistic
understanding" of their surrounding
world, and of the importance to "recognize the changing demographics of the
student population and changing values
in higher education."
Gomez's research appeared to reveal
that Admissions recruiting has not yet
reflected these changes. Instead, "The

The Beta Theta Pi fraternity has
successfully pledged twenty students.
The addition of the new pledges
means that the chapter will retain
their house and remain a presence in
the Greek community.
Beta had been in danger of losing
their chapter house due to an inability to meet occupancy requirements.
The house achieved a 100 percent
occupancy commitment for next
year, above the 90 percent requirement, with the help of the new
pledges.
Following this winter's Rush, the
fraternity decided to go forward with
a plan to restructure their chapter.
They decided to let students who
pledged the house to assume leadership, taking the house in any direction they wanted as long as they
stayed in line with the intitial values
on which the fraternity was founded.
The majority of the new pledges
are freshmen. There are also, however, several sophomores and juniors.
"We got a good size pledge class,
and we are hoping to turn the house
around and get it back to what it was
like when the seniors were starting
out," said pledge Freshman Adam
Seegmueller.
Freshman Tim Floyd said that for
him, joining Beta is a, "good opportunity to set things in the right directions and do good things in the community."
The current members of the house
were pleased with the positive response from other Greek houses.
"There has been overwhelming
support from the Greek community,"
commented Beta President Steven
please see Betas, page 3

Action to Trustees

University still recruits at schools where
they know they can get people to apply
and enroll.
In order to increase minority populations at the University, however, recruitment will have to "step outside the
bounds," and "identify populations that
have been ignored."
This conclusion was a logical result
of statistics that showed that the University cannot hope to enroll more AfricanAmerican students until it increases the
pool of African-American students
through more aggressive recruiting programs and increased financial aid.

As Gomez pointed out, while anecdotal evidence might suggest increasing
diversity and effectiveness of recruiting,
it is only hard numbers that will ultimately lead to greater diversity. This can
only be achieved through "concrete institutiOnal steps," Gomez said.
Gomez offered several specific recommendations for these steps, all of which
have increasing the African-American
pool of students and developing incentives for such students to enroll at UPS,
as their goals. These also include Admissions visits to 'target' schools which
please see Diversity, page 3
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Najita

Continued from front page

Visiting
Chism
Professor
Tetsuo
Najita is
teaching
a course
on the
history of
modern
Japanese
thought.

lems and requires its own unique solutions, Najita explained.
"What we're trying to get at is that
intellectual history is not one thing - there
is no single line of thought that leads
from past to present," he said. "There are
very distinct moments in which problems
energizing thought are actually very dif ferent, and the intellectual historian has
to get at those deep problems that inform
different periods of time."
Students enrolled in Najita's class
seem to find it rigorous but rewarding.
Freshman Rob Peterson, a history
major, saw the course as a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity. His advisor had also
given the class a strong recommendation.
Despite struggling with the course
readings, Peterson said, "I've had a lot
of fun in the class. We're learning a lot
of interesting things."
Sophomore Marina Green, an international political economy major, echoed

Peterson's impression. More than history, drawn faculty participants from a numthe class is a mix of philosophy, politi- ber of different departments, including
History, Asian Studies, Comparative
cal theory, and sociology, she said.
Sociology, and
"It really chalBusiness.
lenges the way you
Attending the
think about history
What we're trying to getat is
seminar is
and why things are
that intellectual history is not Suzanne Barnett,
the way they are."
Green has also one thing—there is no single line Professor of Hisfound the readings of thought that leads from past tory and a specialist in China and
and ideas she's studto present. There are very dis- Japan.
ied in the course to
"I'm really exbe very challenging, tinct moments in which problems
but is glad she en- energizing thought are actually cited to have Professor Najita here
rolled.
very different...
because not only
"I know that later
—Tetsuo Najita, is he a distinon I'll think about it
Chism Visiting Professor guished historian
and reflect on it and
of Japan, but his
realize how much it
,
foray into Japan's
did alter my way of
intellectual history has led him to make
thinking," she said.
Najita's faculty seminar this term, like observations that even people who are
not Japan specialists can find resonant,"
the course, is interdisciplinary. It has

she said.
Barnett explained that Najita's reputation for addressing historical issues
from many academic perspectives had
made him a prime candidate for the
Chism Professorship.
His own educational history also suggested he was appreciative of the liberal
arts perspective, Barnett said.
Prior to earning his doctorate at
Harvard University, Najita was an undergraduate at Grinnell College, a leading
liberal arts college in Iowa.
Najita has also been asked to give the
keynote lecture at an Asian Studies symposium this spring at the University of
Sao Paulo in Brazil. He will travel to
Brazil and deliver the lecture during
spring break.
Sometime in April, Najita will also
give a public lecture here on campus. The
exact date of the lecture has not yet been
determined.

NEWS BRIEFS
Study Japanese thisSummer in Tokyo!
Study and live at Waseda University during the
eight-week 1999 Waseda/Oregon Summer Japanese
Program (June 21-August 13) which offers immersion
courses in Japanese language (4 levels) and workshops
in Japanese Business Communication and Japanese
Multimedia. Earn 18 quarter/12 semester credits in
Japanese language - equivalent to one year!
Prior language study NOT required.

Scholarships available!
Waseda/Oregon Summer Japanese Program
Oregon Partnership for Int'l Education
921 Sw Morrison Street, Suite 548
Portland, OR 97205
info@opie.org (800) 823-7938
www.opie.org

ROC sponsors dothing
drive for Rescue Mission
In coordination with Campus Ministry, the Religious Organizations Council will hold its annual
clothing and blanket drive from March 1 through
March 12. The drive will generate donations to
be given to the Tacoma Rescue Mission and used
to help the local homeless.
Ben Heavner, Peer Minister ofCommunity
Service, is organizing this year's drive. Heavner
said that collection boxes will be placed next to
the Info Center and in the residence halls and academic buildings.
"Everybody's got a pile of clothes at home they
don't need, and it makes a lot of sense to donate it
to someone who needs it," he said.
Heavner emphasized that donations should be
in good, usable condition.
The clothing and blanket drive has been very
successful in generating donations in past years,
he said.

UPS wins challenge gmnt
AmeriCorp s *VISTA has thousands
of positions available NOW.
When you join AmeriCorpsVlSTA, you'll not only improve your resume you'll improve the community you serve.
As an AmeriCorpsWlSTA member, you might help start a youth center,
establish a job bank in a homeless shelter, set up a literacy project or organi.ze a domestic violence program...and the list goes on.
in return, you'll get a living and relocation allowance, health care, money for
school, and the satisfaction of helping others.

Interested in Americorps?
Come see us at the:

University of Puget Sound • Information Session
March 4th • 5-6pm • Misner Room
(Library Room 134)
Don't miss the opportunity to be a part of a national
service movement that is changing America. Join
Americorps.

AmeriCorps *VISTA
Getting Things Done.

The University was recently honored with a
challenge grant from the Kresge Foundation. This
grant was awarded with the intention of going
towards the construction of the new $14 million
academic building which is scheduled for completion in April of 2000. Since the grant is offered in
a "challenge" form the school must raise $3.1 mil-

OPEN FORUMS

& CAMPUS EVENTS
Professor Derek Bell will speak on "The Illusive Quest for Racial Justice" on Feb. 25 at 8:00
p.m. in Marshall Hall.
Organ at Noon on Feb. 26 at 12:05 p.m. in
Kilworth Chapel. Joseph Adam, organ, will be
joined by Russell Campbell, trumpet, in works by
Buxtehude, Handel, Gade, Hindemith and Eben.
All are welcome.
Quintard Taylor, the current Knight Distinguished Professor of Liberal Arts and Sciences,
will speak in the Rotunda on March 2 at 8:00 p.m.

lion for the project by July 1, 2000.
The $750,000 grant will be put towards the new
three story brick academic building which will
be started in mid-March. This will be the first
academic to be constructed on campus since Thompson Hall in 1967. The new building will
house the humanities departments currently located in Collin's Memorial Library.
The University has now received grants from
many prestigious foundations, including the Luce
Foundation and the Mellon Foundation. And,
now, the Kresge Foundation offers another "vote
of confidence" in a Puget Sound education.
"Not only will this generous grant help us to
meet our financial goals for the new academic
building, it demonstrates the Kresge Foundation's
confidence in our commitment to academic excellence," President Pierce commented.
The Kresge Foundation gives grants to institutions of higher education, health and long term
care, arts and humanities, human services, science and the environment, and public affairs.
"From new structures to new technologies, the
University is transforming its campus as our faculty prepare to educate students in and for the
21st century. We are pleased that the Kresge foundation supports the type of infrastructure that will
foster, undergird and promote the kind of teaching and learning at the heart of a Puget Sound
education," stated Pierce.
The Kresge Foundation gives grants in a challenge form to ensure the completion of a given
project.

The Black Student Union will be hosting their
annual Black History Month Closing Banquet
Feb. 26 at 6:00 p.m. in the Rotunda. Alumn Lyle
Quasim, Secretary of the Department of Social
Health Service, will be speaking at the dinner.
Tickets went on sale Wednesday, Feb. 24.
President and Mr. Pierce host a fireside dinner on Wednesday, March 3 at 6:00 p.m. Space is
limited. Please sign up in the President's office
in Jones Hall.
The annual spring Employer Expo will be
held March 2 and 3 from 11:00a.m. to 2:00 p.m.
The Expo, sponsored by the ACA, is a great
chance to discover internships and summer opportunities. Different employers come each day.
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Election Results
briskness of the turnout. Michele
Cummings, Residence Hall Senator,
agreed. "Students are actually coming up
to vote. People are reading the constitutional changes on the ballot," she said.
A large number of the candidates in
this election were write-ins, and many
of them ran unopposed. Two elections
ago, the Elections Committee decided to
allow write-in candidates to participate
in the speeches and be represented in The
Trail election coverage.
"We wanted to maintain some continuity with the past and keep the precedent that had been set," said Fred Rundle,
current ASUPS vice president.
All of the positions, other than president and vice president, had candidates
running uncontested.
Erin Smith and Bill Dawson won the
two Senator-at-Large positions, Wynne
Nielson was elected Senior Senator,
Darcy Olsen was elected the Junior Sena-

tor, and Julie Kamerrer was elected the
Sophomore Senator.
Four of the elected candidatesSmith, Olsen, Dawson and Kamerrerwere write-ins.
More students voted this year than last;
the turnout numbered 1,120, while in
1998 only 1,021 votes were cast. However, the overall percentage of students
voting was less, at 39.6%, because of a
larger student population.
"We're disappointed with the voter
turnout overall," said Rundle. "All the
candidates ran good campaigns [though],
even the write-ins. I thought that if you
look at the write-in candidates, the number of votes they received was pretty
outstanding."
The inauguration of the elected officers will take place on Thursday, March
4. "There is a week of training left to
show them around, and then they take
over," said Rundle.

Don't forget to turn in your
1

Betas

Continued from front page
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applications!
'l4 hey are due

friday, feb. 2
in the SP111S box
S1TP$ office, W$2 210.
outside of the
If you have any questions,
call Maxine at x4223.
We'll call you for an interview.

Security is seeking student patrol persons for
this semester and for the summer. Previous
experience in the security field is not mandatory.
We are looking for students with the ability to
successfully handle responsibility. Students who
can demonstrate they are trustworthy and have
excellent communication skills are ideal candidates for the position. Work hours are generally
outside normal business hours, which allows
students the opportunity to attend class or hold
a second job. This summer, qualified student
staff members will receive University housing as
a benefit to their employment. Wages are
competitive and vary depending upon position
and seniority. Consider these great options:
• COMPETVE WAGES
• SUMMER HOUSING FOR QUALIFIED STAFF
• LEAIRN GREAT JOB SKILLS AND GAIN
VALUABLE EXPERIENCE
• WORK WITH PEERS IN TEAM ENMRONMENT
• WORK SCHEDULE DESIGNED TO MEET
STUDENT DEMANDS
As a student, what more could you ask for?
Visit Security Services at 3206 N. 15th St. for application
materials or call 756-3311 for more information.

Benson.
"Plans will continue for next year.
Right now [the new pledges] are going through pledge training," said
Benson. "Coming up in the next few
weeks they'll be making some decisions about what direction they want
the house to go."
The Beta house received help from
sororities on
campus in recruiting the
In the next jew
new pledges.
Members of weeks the new
Alpha
Phi pledge class
planned an will be making
open house sosome decisions
cial gathering
on Friday, Feb. about what
12, in which direction they
members of all want the house
sororities atto go.
tended.
"This was —Steven Benson
something we
did for the
Greek system as a whole and in support of Greek unity," said Alpha Phi
sophomore Carrie Whisler.
"We're looking forward to rebuilding the Beta house, which will be continuing long years into the future,"
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Students cast their election ballots at the
voting table in the Wheelock Student Center.
This spring, 39.6% of the student body voted.

Diversity

Continued from front page

offer a diverse student body, as opposed
to the current practice of going to schools
with consistent enrollment at UPS.
Gomez acknowledged that at first it may
be difficult to see results from such targeting, but by developing "pipelines" to
schools such as these, the University will
effectively increase their pool of interested applicants in the long term.
The report also suggests an initial focus on 'target regions' that the University could potentially develop into sizable sources of Afri can- American students.
Gomez also called for increased financial aid to make a UPS education available to a wider range of students, but
.h
.1,;,.
,.

is deliberating, the question of financial
resources remains an important one.
Implementation of any new programs
would be based on funds. For Gomez,
this is simply a matter of prioritizing.
Any such implementations would necessarily be a major step, and, as the report notes, "evaluation is imperative" to
determine which programs are effective
and which are not. The end goal remains
more effective communication and recruitment of minority students.
According to Gomez, the Board of
Trustees was "very responsive" to the
proposal, and has since forwarded it on
to two committees to be reviewed in
May.
"Weareatacrux"inthehistoryofthe
upon expanding its financial aid pool.
University, Gomez noted, emphasizing
Vice President for Enrollment George that future action, especially in regards
Mills noted that the proposal was, "a to campus diversity, will help determine
good report based on collaborative ef- the futtire of UPS as a national liberal
forts," but stressed that while the board arts institution.

nrn

INTERESTED IN PROVIDING AN
IMPORTANT SERVICE TO THE
CAMPUS COMMUNITY?

Contüiued from front page

Im
It's amazing what
this little thing can do.
Protect yourself from getting pregnant with
the birth control pill or another contraceptive.
Planned Parenthood can help you decide
which method is best for you. Privately. At
a cost you can afford.

oncampus
FEBRUARY 19 -

23, 1999

Please contact Security at x3311
ifyou have any knowledge of the incidents described below. All inforination is kept confidential.

Feb. 19—A student reported being
hit in the leg by a water balloon
thrown from a passing vehicle. The
incident occurred near North 18th and
Union Ave.
Feb. 21—A student in Phibbs Hall
was arrested by Tacoma Police for
domestic violence. The student is suspected of assaulting his roommate.

Feb. 20—Security observed that a
heater was torn from the ceiling in the
Union Ave. tunnels.
Feb. 22—The fire alarm in Todd
Hall was activated when an unknown
suspect soaked a hallway smoke detector with water.
Feb. 22—Three students reported
their lockers were broken into in the
Fieldhouse men's varsity locker room.
One student lost a large amount of
cash.
Feb. 23—The fire alarm in Seward
Hall was maliciously activated. An
unknown suspect(s) opened a pull-station on the first floor.

Call for an appointment today.

fp:)

Planned Parenthood®

of Western Washington

1-800-230-PLAN
http://www.ppww.org

Feb. 20—A student reported his bicycle was stolen from the Seward Hall
bike cage. The bicycle had been secured by a chain.
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Antigone' offers unique, timeless entertainment
'

derness and power."
still applicable today.
In his adaption of
Sophocles wasn't the
"Antigone," Anouilh
only playwright to take
tried to create a type
on the myth of
of theater called "tranAntigone. Many artists
scendent art." He
before and after him
wanted people to disadapted the story to
cover a "truthful
their own time and
poem" rather than a
tastes; his was merely
rhetorical device or a
the most famous.
political statement.
This version of the
For this reason,
Sophocles play by Jean
Rindo decided to reAnouilh, adapted by
move the play from its
Lewis Galantiere, is diNazi-occupied WWII
rected by John Rindo.
context. He said, he
His assistant director is
tried to make it "a
Hallie Jacobsen.
story for all time, not
Rindo decided to put
of a particular time."
on "Antigone" for many
To enhance the
reasons. First, after last
play, Rindo opted to
year's musical "Guys Actors Sarah Moon as Antigone, and Devielle
have live music acand Dolls," he was
as Creon, disagree over war customs.
companying it. This is
looking for a play very Johnso ri
experiment with the Norton Clapp historically accurate, as music often
different in style, form and content.
He wanted to give his actors a wide Theatre's aesthetic possibilities, to accompanied Greek drama. Student
range of roles to play while study- make it a more enveloping experi- composer Scott Unrein reinforced
ence for the audience. the themes and moods of the play
ing at UPS.
Rindo decided to use this version with his original music.
Second, Rindo decided to ask set
"It was a challenging process to
designer Scott Weldin which play he of "Antigone," which opened in
would like to do for a change, in- Paris during its Nazi occupation in get the actors into the world of the
World War II, because the language play," Rindo said. "We did everystead of Rindo telling Weldin which
play they were going to do. Weldin hadmoreofamodernfeelthanother thing from discussing existential
versions available, philosophy to wild and bizarre rementioned that "Antigone" was his
Rindo wanted to produce the play hearsal exercises to free the actors."
favorite play, and so it was selected
because it was "a passionate, beau- Rindo is happy with the cast for
as the next production for UPS. In
this play Rindo saw opportunities to tiful human story with amazing ten- "Antigone," whom he called

KRISTiNE ERICKSON

Assistant A&E Editor
Opening Feb. 26, "Antigone" is
going to surprise its audience with
a blend of aesthetics, music and a
story the likes of which they have
never seen.
"Antigone" is a classic Greek
tragedy. Antigone and her sister
Ismene are the daughters of Oedipus and his mother. When the play
begins, Antigone has just been engaged to Haemon, a prince of
Greece. When she hears that
Haemon's father Creon refuses to
bury her brother who was killed in
battle, she is outraged. Creon also
forbids anyone else to bury the body
on penalty of death; he wants it to
be eaten-by wild animals as a punishment for his "wickedness."
Antigone decides to risk her life
and bury her brother, regardless of
the consequences. She is caught in
the process, and although Creon is
reluctant to impose the death sentence on his future daughter-in-law,
her defiance leaves him no choice.
What results is a powerful conclusion that will shock the audience
and make them think. The play calls
up issues of family loyalty and the
necessary sacrifices so vital to
Greek culture, as well as addressing the problems with these values
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Sarah Moon
as Antigone
Devielle Johnson as Creon
Emily McCoy as Chorus
Jennifer Vetterman as Ismene
Jason Macaya as Haemon
Directed by John Rindo
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Staff Writer

7:00 p.m., 9:30 p.m.

MC

'ANT1G0NE'

gives rap world new beats

Cm'ipus 71 Ivns P

e:00 p.m., 5:30

"hardworking. disciplined. creative
and full of life and joy."
The costumes for "Antigone" are
"fascinating," according to Rindo.
They won't look Greek or contemporary. Instead, they will be a
"postmodern hybrid—classical yet
contemporary," Rindo described.
"The audience will be surprised."
Rindo predicts. "They won't have
seen a play quite like this before."
"Antigone" opens Friday, Feb. 26
at 7:30 p.m. Additional performances are Feb. 27 at 2:00 p.m. and
7:30 p.m., March 4 and 5 at 7:30
p.m., and March 6 at 2:00 p.m. and
7:30 p.m.
Admission is $10.50 general and
$6.50 student/senior, matinees $8.50
general, $5.50 student/senior. Tickets are available at the Information
Center and at the door.

I
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Mighty Joe Young
6:00 p.m. Fri-Wed; Sat /Sun matinee 12:45 p.m.

Enemy of the State
8:30 p.m. Fri-Wed; Sat/Sun matinee 3:15 p.m.
Adults $4 - Seniors or 16 & under $3
Discounts with UPS Collegiate Plus Card!!!
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A Tribe Called Quest's latest and final
album The Love Movement will not disappoint the hardest of Tribe fans and will
probably create some new ones for the
rap veterans. The Tribe has been around
since 1990 and has consistently come up
with new sounds and lyrics ever since.
The biggest attraction of this threesome, for me at
least, is the fact
that they refuse
to give in to the 1
all-powerful
gangsta rap scene that is so profitable
these days. That is not to say that their
songs are completely void of profanity
or any mention of violence.
If someone could show me an entire
rap album without any profanities or violence mentioned, I'm sure I'd end up
writing a review on some shitty rap. The
Tribe, however, does use these somewhat
necessary tools of the art sparingly.
As the title suggests, The Tribe focuses
on the issue of love throughout the album. The love-based songs are enhanced
by new and smooth beats sampled from
old jazz and James Brown tunes that are
different from the typical bass-booming
tracks that have become so common.
This is another major attraction of the
group, as they have consistently come up
with these types of edgy background
beats since their first album.
The song "4 Moms" is another rarity
in the rap world, since it is an instrumental piece, featuring guitar by Spanky.

MUS IC
VW
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thick with guest appearances from
some of the big
names in the business. For example,
Busta Rhymes performs on three
songs, one of which
features Redman,
and another with
Kid Hood.
Norega is heard
on "Give Me" and
D-Life is on "Pad and Pen." Punchline,
Wordsworth, Jane Doe, and Mos Def all
appear on "Rock Rock Y'all." In my
opinion, these select few were wise to
join the Tribe Called Quest legacy, as this
was their last chance to do so.
The crew definitely quit on a good
note, giving their listeners a lot of good
music for their money. The album has
fifteen tracks as well as six bonus tracks,
two of which are remixes of previous
Tribe Called Quest songs.
The remixes include "Scenario" and
"Jazz (We've Got)" from The Low End
Theory, and "Oh My God," originally released on Midnight Marauders, which
was in my opinion their best album.
"One Two Shit," the previously
unreleased "Money Maker," and "Hot
Sex" from the Boomerang soundtrack
and are also some of the bonus tracks
the Tribe fan will find on Tribe's The
Love Movement.

How they did it so well for so long?
Why they did it... well, to quote Q-tip,
"We did it all for the love yo."

W
The biggest
attraction of
The Tribe is
the fact that
they refuse
to give in to
the allpowerful
gangsta rap
scene that is
so profitable
these days.
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Film flaunts shallowness 'WCW' game makes fans cringe
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Staff Writer

Having seen the ads for "Jawbreaker," you probably think it looks
like a revamped "Heathers" clonean evil "Clueless" of sorts. All of that
is true, but this dark comedy has an
edge of its own. By the time the opening credits unfold to the energetic

\lovTo

be:t:f

Salt, you
begin to
have a funky taste of exactly how
twisted this movie is willing to be.
Ronald Reagan High School is
your typical institution on the betteroff side of town, and the kids have
developed a hierarchy within the
population, as most students do. This
school is ruled by the glamorous
quartet consisting of Liz, Courtney,
Marci, and Julie.
These teenage divas' lives revolve
around beauty and hopes for popularity. They swear by Cosmo and
wield cosmetics like men brandish
weapons. They are ready-made prom
queens—they know it, love it, and
flaunt it.
On one particular girl's birthday,
the three others stage a fake kidnapping, during which the victim accidentally chokes on a giant jawbreaker. Courtney (Rose McGowan),
the one responsible for the joke and
the jawbreaker, immediately assumes
command and persuades the hesitant
others to help her cover up their actions. Their thirst for social envy

overwhelms what little remorse and
comprehension of morality that remains in their Revlon eyes.
Without giving away too many surprises, Julie (Rebecca Gayheart) is
ejected from the clan as a result of
Courtney's sinister actions, and a new
mall princess arrives. When Vyletta
threatens Courtney's rule, the struggle
for power ensues within the clique.
Getting back to reality, the mysterious and perverse death of their friend
is being investigated, and things look
good for no one.
McGowan's portrayal of the maliciously gifted Courtney is a sinful delight, as she handles herself with the
confidence and strength of a tyrannical overlord. She is much like Christian Slater in both "Heathers" and
"Very Bad Things," spinning the
events for personal gain.
"Jawbreaker" has a very surreal
look at times, reminiscent of a Tim
Burton film, or a juvenile "A Clockwork Orange." The film's content
might be a little offensive to some,
frequently showing a dead corpse and
other disturbing scenes, but it is a little
preposterous to take it seriously.
There is only one death in the film,
so it doesn't go too overboard with
the blood, though the crime is brutally
dismissed in the eyes of the students.
However, the stereotypical satire is
just part of the fun.

A1ING
* ****

match feels like slow motion. You'll need the extra
time to get in any decent moves. Even a simple body
slam takes a three button combination. Unless you
want to memorize three different button combinations for each wrestler, you'll spend most of your
time squinting at the instruction manual.
The graphics in the
ga me have rather mixed
•
results. All those delighti, -CViW ful video clips give the
game a touch of realism,
and the programmers did a nice job of making the
wrestlers look like their real life counterparts. The
special moves are true to form, notably Goldberg's
Spear and Lex Luger's Torture Rack. But the programmers must not have tried too hard on the subtleties. The crowd looks like a science project gone
wrong. The music consists of the same five-second
guitar riff over and over again.
Thunder does have its good points
though. In the Battle Royal, you take
on every wrestler in the game, ending up with four of you in the ring at
a time. This creates some great rivalries and acquaints you with your
character's moves.
In a one-on-one match, you can
call for help and another random
wrestler will come running down the ramp to create some delicious havoc. Listen to the sickening
squish that a backbreaker makes—it's the kind of
brutality parents dread and kids (college students
included) will find hilarious.
Someday, programmers are going to put the kind
of effort into a wrestling game that will do the phenomenon justice. WCW/NWO Thunder makes some
feeble strides, but it just isn't fun enough for true
wrestling fans.

Mnut TiEmANN
Staff Writer

Could there be any better premise for a video
game than wrestling? The happy gamer can take
on the world in a tournament, or beat the stuffing
out of his friends head-to-head. There are plenty of
easily recognizable stars and their signature moves
to choose from. If you are one those lucky women
and men who loves the WCW (and who doesn't?),
any chance to square Goldberg off against Hollywood Hogan will leave you salivating. Who wants
to wait through hours of no-name matches on TV
when you can stage the main event on your
PlayStation RIGHT NOW?
Sadly, WCW/ NWO Thunder for PlayStation is
not the ticket. It doesn't play as well as fighting
games like Street Fighter— it's too slow and complicated. Thunder emphasizes all the wrong components of the video game experience, and all that's left is a clunky
mess of unused starpower.
The makers of Thunder seemed
to think that video clipswouId make
us forget the lousy play control of
the game itself. Look, it's TV clips
of Konnan doing a suplex from every angle! How neat! Please remind
me, why wouldn't I just watch TV to see this stuff?
Graphics are only impressive when you actually
have control over them. The point of a WCW video
game is to play your own match, not just watch
another one unfold from your armchair.
There are too many wrestlers on Thunder. If
you're a die hard WCW/ NWO fan, you'll appreciate having the losers to beat up on in your tournaments. But who really wants to be Curt Hennig
when you could be spearing the competition with
Goldberg? All the special moves and programming
that went into the lesser characters should go towards the superstars.
Thunder's game play is tedious. The tag team
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FairfieldiJniversity brings you the
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Summer ' 99
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Want a better
job after you
graduate?
A graduate degree from Hawaii Pacific
University will enhance your job

2 weeks in Rotterdam, i week in Münster
Package includes site visits and day trips
Earn 6 International Business credits.

states and 80 countries attend Hawaii

programs, and unrivaled location in

I

Germany and The Netherlands May30-.Junei9

St. Petersburg, Russia - June 6 - July 4

about Hawaii Pacific University

I

Hyderabad, India - May24 - Junei9
Internship opportunity, prestigious Indian
faculty, exciting excursions. All-inclusive
program.Earn 6 credits.

Enjoy the "White Nights" ofsummer
Many cultural events and guided tours. Excursion to Moscow. 6 credits available.

experienced faculty, challenging

Send to:
Graduate Service Center
1164 Bishop Street, Honolulu, Hawaii 96817
www.hpu.edu E-mail: gradservctr@hpu.edu
1800-6694724

Wide variety ofcourses, earn 6 credits.
CEU's available

opportunities. Students from all 50

Pacific University because of our
Yes, I would like more information

Florence, Italy May26- June 26/June 30-July30

Participants receive Fairfield University undergraduate credits. All program costs
include complete travel and lodging packages. For more information about our
programs call Christine Bowers, StudyAbroad Coordinatoz toll-free 888-25-1566,
or e-mail her at cbbowers@fairifairfleldedu.

the "Pacific Rim." Explore how Hawaii
Pacific University can help you!

Name
Address

l'hone

_

L ------

Call today
1-800-669-4724
Clio

Fairfield

UNIVERSITY
School of Continuing Education
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'Cold Mountain' refreshes tired story
Liz B

Staff Writer
Charles Frazier's debut novel, "Cold
Mountain," caused quite a stir in the literary world. It topped nationwide bestseller lists for months, received glowing
reviews from The New York Times and
Newsweek, won the National Book
Award, and sold thousands of copies
worldwide. But for a book that causes
so much hype, the question must be
raised—is it worth reading?
In the case of "Cold Mountain," yes.
Frazier tells a tale which is worth hear ing, in a way that highlights its good
points and clears hurdles that could easly turn a work of quality literature into
a mound of historical-fiction clichés.
Set in the South during the Civil War
"Cold Mountain" neatly intertwines the
stories of two main characters: Inman, a
deserter of the Confederate army, and his
beautiful ex-girlfriend, Ada. Inman begins the novel by walking out of the army
hospital where
he's been recuperating after a
evi esv
battle. He decides to set off, on foot, toward the Appalachian mountains, where he is hoping for a reunion with Ada.
Along the road he encounters a slew
of characters who range from the divine
to the comic to the downright malicious;
some aid him in his journey while others aim to do him harm. Despite the fact
that he is a military deserter, desperate
and running from the authorities, Frazier
writes Inman as an honorable, intelligent
hero who is merely trying to escape the
horrors of the war and return to a quiet

/
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life with the woman he loves.
For Ada, the story is one of learning
independence—raised in Charleston
among the wealthy, she is left helpless
and nearly penniless on her farm on
Cold Mountain when her father dies and
the servants leave to find other work.
After struggling on her own for a while,
neighbors take pity on her and send her
an African-American
companion named Ruby,
who teaches Ada to manage the farm. Together,
the two women build a
life on Cold Mountain.
This vein of the story
could have easily turned
predictable, but Frazier
shows skill in keeping the
friendship between the
two women fresh and interesting. Ada continues
to learn and gain maturity,
and provides Ruby with a
companion and a measure of her own
economic independence as well. Watching Ada gain knowledge and insight into
her foreign, rural surroundings is especially interesting.
One of the most remarkable aspects
of "Cold Mountain" is the balance of
the style in which it is written—whereas
many contemporary authors' writing is
soaked in metaphor and poetry, Frazier
has a solid, pleasant way of telling his
story. It has a satisfying texture without
being too heavy to handle. The language
is descriptive and visual—the reader
gets a clear sense of the landscape of
Appalachia—but not so overdone that
it seems he is pulling adjectives out of
the air just for the sake of using them.

This directness is refreshing to read,
giving the novel an even, deliberate pace.
Frazier's writing is clear, clean, and detailed. He avoids gimmicks because he
can—his story is worth telling just the
way it is.
Despite his relatively simple writing
style, Frazier does an excellent job of
avoiding clichés. So many Civil War
novels end up being overly
technical, describing the
layouts and strategies of
each battle at the expense
of the plot, or skipping the
war aspect altogether and
focusing only on some
passionate, aristocratic romance against a social
background. In "Cold
Mountain," Frazier manages to do neither.
Inman and Ada experience the extremes of Civil
War-era society, and
Frazier includes all types of characters
in the plot, giving the book dimension.
Even when the characters themselves
have a mythical quality to them, the diversity alone makes them seem realistic.
The New York Times called the book
"the Odyssey in 19th-century America,"
and this is a fitting description of the
book. Inman's travels in trying to return
home do resemble those in the Odyssey,
but the novel is strong for reasons other
than this. Most importantly, Frazier's
writing is refreshing and his portrayal of
characters original.

A1ING
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JnterestecI in c professionc/ theitricciI ccireer?
The Seattle Repertory Theatre is acceptIng applications through April15 for their Professional Arts
Training Program during the 1999-2000 season. A variety of Internship positions are availaIe.
Call the Seattle Repertory Theatre at (206) 443-2210, ext. 1200 for more Information and applicatIons.

'rér

Tacoma Concert Band to
put crowd 'In The Mood'
Coming to the Pantages Theatre on Feb. 26 at 8:00 p.m.,
the Tacoma Concert Band will present their latest concert
entitled "In The Mood." The band will perform music of
the Big Band Era, and will feature guest soloist David Ritt,
the principal trombone player with the Seattle Symphony
since 1981. Tickets are available at the Broadway Center
Box Office and are discounted for students.

Pacific Science Center
brings 3-D to IMAX®
The IMAX® experience has gained yet another dimension with the debut of IMAX ® 3-D at the Pacific Science
Center. Opening March 1, the Science Center will present
"Into the Deep," an underwater adventure that is as close
to diving as you can come without actually donning the
wet suit. Tickets for the film are $7.50 and must be purchased in advance at the Pacific Science Center box of fice. Call (206) 443-IMAX for showtimes.

Rialto celebrates beauty
and art of classic poetry
Emmy-award winning actors Anthony Zerbe and Roscoe
Lee Brown will treat Rialto Theatre audiences to a performance of poetry entitled "Behind the Broken Words: A Tale
of Two Voices" on March 5 at 7:30 p.m. The performance
will include recitals of poetry from W.B. Yeats, W.H. Auden,
Dylan Thomas, e.e. cummings, T.S. Elliot and many more.
The show will also include scenes from plays of Jean
Giraudoux, Alfred De Musset, Desmond Rostand and
Derek Wolcott. Tickets for the performance are $22-$24,
and are available at the Broadway Center Ticket Office.
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Micro Monday

_______
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Motorola

Limited
. -

PRONTO
$4o9aS

$ 1 .75 pints any beer all day all night

r

Tournament Tuesday
Foosball with random draw for partners
Sign up at 8:00 p.m.
SPECIALS FOR PARTICIPANTS

Tte

Specj,,

*

_______

Wednesday Trivia Night

• Holds 16 messages
• Silent vibe or musical alert
• Motorola's FIEX'Mtechnology offers
improved paging reliability.

$1.00 pints any beer if you answer a simple
trivial pursuit question

Thursday
$5.00 domestic pitchers $6.50 micros

Sunday

Come in to our AirTouci, Wireless Siore at
4009 Tacoma Mall Blvd.

$4.00 foot-long hot oven grinders
Free live music

(next 1. Red Robin)

MOTOROLA

Pagers

(253)472-1965

WhuIe supplies last through 2128199. Not valid with any other offer(s). New aedvations only Requires annual svies
agremnont with Airlouch Paging, pre-paymuat of one month aialime, and $20 account astivataon fee at time of purchase.
Customer will be billed for partial months usage. Does not mdude applicable taxes, fees or charges. Deliveiy, if
applicable, will be charged. Valid at partanpating locations only Motorola is a registered trademark of Motorota, Inc.

aging

17 live draught Ales & Lagers
Foot.long hot oven grinders
Great pizza, super salads & more!
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Tacoma's 'Miss Daisy' charms, inspires audiences
Biu

Daisy Werthan, a seventy-two year-old
Jewish woman who has recently crashed
her car into a neighbor's garage and so,
in her son Boolie's opinion, has gotten
too old to drive. Despite Daisy's strong
opposition, Boolie begins interviewing
"colored folks" in search of a chauffeur
for his aging mother. Enter Hoke Coburn,
a slow-talking, wise-but-uneducated man
who desperately needs work.
What follows is bits and pieces of the
next thirty or so years of Daisy and
Hoke's life together—from the earthshattering moments to the more subtle
character-changing moments that don't
seem to matter at all. From Hoke's first
week of employment to his visit to
Daisy's nursing-home room, we watch
as biting, sarcastic words slowly become
joking, lighthearted words of friendship,
turning hatred and mistrust into a rare and
beautiful relationship. It is a deceptively
simple story that eases its way into the
observers soul, purging prejudice and
developing understanding while still
leaving a smile on our faces.
In the TAG production, Priscilla Hake
Lauris shines as Daisy, the lovably stubborn old woman that each of us has
known at one time or another. She is
equally believable as a bickering, prejudiced, bitter, strong woman and as a panicking, delusional, very old woman suf-

PARKER

Staff Writer
If you are reading this article prior to
Sunday, Feb. 28, you are an exceptionally lucky man or woman—you still have
some time, albeit not much, to call the
Tacoma Actors Guild box office and rush
out to see their production of "Driving
Miss Daisy."
If you didn't already drop the paper
and sprint for the phone, please read on
while I explain.
sca.i!.c.'t
TAG
has been
-j
staging the ac'Y
claimed play,
which won a Pulitzer Prize in 1988 and
spawned an Oscar-winning film, since
Feb. 9, and it will close on the 28.
Written by Alfred Uhry and directed
by Leslie Swackhamer, "Driving Miss
Daisy" is a play that stubbornly defies
categorization. It's neither a comedy nor
a drama. To say it is about the breaking
down of racial barriers would be erroneous. It brings to mind the blunt, often
angry feel that such works usually have,
when what "Daisy" does is erase racist
tendencies from within, gently and almost imperceptibly. Even the term "unconventional love story" doesn't seem to
do it justice.
Beginning in 1940's Georgia, we meet

7
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Lauris and Charles Cncia
perform in "Driving Miss Daisy."
fering from what appears to be the beginnings of Alzheimer's Disease.
Shining equally brightly, however, is
Tacoma native Frederick Charles
Canada, who is very familiar with Hoke,
having played the part in at least three
different productions. Those expecting
something like Morgan Freeman are in
for quite a shock; Canada is older and
pudgy, with a surprisingly high but full,
raspy voice. His Hoke Colburn is likeable from the beginning, and endears
himself to the audience continuously

throughout the play. He cheerfully endures Daisy's nasty remarks, subtly and
gently peeling away her misconceptions.
The lone blemish on an almost perfect
production is Eric Ray Anderson, another
Tacoma native, as Boolie Werthan. In the
beginning, Anderson often stumbles over
his forced southern accent. He pulls it
together by the end, though, and has a
small enough part that he doesn't make
much of a difference on the end result.
Lauris and Canada are the show; Anderson is at most a mild annoyance.
It's a simple production to go with a
simple story; the "car" that is the setting
of most scenes is nothing more than two
benches to represent the front and back
seats, and scene changes are accompanied by alarmingly simple but appropriate music by Ron Geier.
Hopefully, by now you're well on your
way to a phone, but here's some information you might need first; The Tacoma
Actors Guild plays at Theatre On The
Square, located in downtown Tacoma.
"Driving Miss Daisy" shows Feb. 25 at
7:00 p.m., Feb. 26 at 8:00 p.m., and Feb.
27 and 28 at 2:00 p.m. and 8:00 p.m.
Tickets are $22.50, or $25.00 on weekends. Discounts are available for students. If you appreciate moving, inspiring theatre, do everything you can to see
this classic show.

It is a
deceptii 'clv
simple story
that eases its
way into the
observer's
soul, purging
prejudice &
developing
understanding,
while still
leaving a
smile on our
faces.
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8:00 P.M., $13-$15
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TACOMA YOUTH

PAY WHAT YOU CAN

SYMPHONY
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DRIVING MISS

MUSEUM
THROUGH MARCH 28

TACOMA MUSICAL

$4 FOR STUDENTS

J PLAYHOUSE

2:00 P.M., $13 STUDENT
.

"OH, COWARD!"

DAISY TACOMA

SEATTLE REPERTORY

ACTOR'S GUILD

MAIN FLOOR FREE

CANTATAS, &

THEATRE

CACOPHONY:

7:30 P.M., $36

ANTIGONE

2:00 P.M. & 7:30 P.M.

7:00 P.M., $22.50
:
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Fri!

TACOMA CONCERT

OK

$8.50 GENERAL,

THE NORTHWEST

$5.50 STUDENT

3:00 P.M., $12-$15

EVENING:

PANTAGES THEATER

$6.50 STUDENT

WARNER BLAKE
COMMENCEMENT
/

1On/ 1 sI

ART GALLERY,
THROUGH MARCH 12
5:00 - 8:00 P.M., FREE

"VANESSA"

ROOF"

"THE NEIGBORH000M

SEATTLE OPERA

PANTAGES THEATER
7:30 P.M., $23-$45

PRESENTED BY
BRiGHAM YNG. UNIV.

HOUSE

THEATRE

7:30 P.M.,

7:30 P.M.
$1050 GENERAL,
$6.50 STUDENT

$30$99

HUMAN SPIRIT,"

Wed! 3rd

"FIDDLER ON THE

8:00 P.M., $9-$15

"HUMAN VOICE,

°" ROCK 'N' ROLL"
MUSIC CENTER OF

$10.50 GENERAL,

UPS NORTON CLAPP

EARLY DAYS OF

MATINEE PRICE:

BAND

ANTIGONE#

L Li

NNUNSENSE

COLORS
TACOMA ART

"CONCERTOS,

THE SQUARE

Jj

nd

7:30 P.M., $8 BALCONY,

THEATRE ON
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I

SOUR NATION'S

Sun! Sfh,

RIALTO THEATER

.

Tue

$6.50 STUDENT

CATHEDRAL

TACOMA REPERTORY
THEATER

$10.50 GENERAL,

r-i

PANTAGES THEATRE
7:30 P.M., $8-$12

"iNTO THE DEE'

1MAX 0 3-D FILM
"THE TENDER LANDTM

PACIFIC SCIENCE

UPS CONCERT HALL

CENTER, $7.50

7:30 P.M.,

All bold-face events take place
in Tacoma. Unless oherwise
noted, all other events take
place in Seattle.
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Most of the eighty-five employers attending this year's Employer Expo
are local companies, but there will be a sprinkling of national and
international corporations as well. Many of these companies employ UPS
alumnus, some of whom returned earlier this year for ASK Night and
will also be attending the Expo. These companies include:

Department of Corrections
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Fred Hutch inson Cancer Research Center
Microsoft Corporation
PACCAR
VISIO Corporation
Syntw, Inc.
And many more.
The Employer Expo isn'tjust about choosing a career. Several companies
are offering both paid and unpaid internships for this summer and the
1999-2000 school year such as:

Pierce County Juvenile Court
KSTW UPN 11
Cintas Corporation
Multicare Health System
Columbia Resource Group
If you're looking for volunteer opportunities or simply a summer job, it
would be worth your while to peruse through the Employer Expo because
there will be numerous companies in search of camp counselors and
dedicated volunteers. These include:

The Peace Corps
American Red Cross
Crista Camps
Crisis Line
Amen Corps
For a complete list of the attending employers, abstracts about the
companies, and what positions they are looking to fill, pick up the
Employer Expo booklet, which is available in the ACA office.

Jot iinu Tim
ACA's main goal is not only help students find the right career, but to give
them the edge necessary to beat out the competition as well. For this, they
offer several tips for the Employer Expo and job searching in general.

Dress appropriately—The proper dress for the Expo should be
professional. Whether you choose to wear a suit or skirt, or simply a pair
of slacks depends on what you want to get out of the Expo. In other words,
ii you're looking to nail down a job, a suit or dress suit wouldn't hurt, but
if you're just looking to make some connections a more casual outfit
would be appropriate. Don't let this stop you from dropping by, even if all
you have to wear is a scraggly pair of Levi's.
I)o internships—Although the word unpaid doesn't sound too appealing,
this volunteer position could lead to a well-paid position in the future.
Network—The Employer Expo is a great way to make some lasting
connections with possible employers and past alumni who could "put in a
good word for you" someday.
Shop around—Don't accept the first offer that is thrown your way. Make
sure that it's the right one, not just your only option.
Get organized—Don't miss a potentially life-changing meeting because
you lost the address and phone number or forgot the time.

4(ADIMI( 4ND (
Whether you're a senior in search of a care
major has to offer, the Employer Expo held i
a.m. and 2:00 p.m. on March 2 and 3. The E
Advising events held throughout the yea
developing a professional network to aid thE
emphasized, "It's never to early or too I
professional relationships." The Employer E
the area. Be sure to pick up the helpful book
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One thing that would be a helpful tool at the Expo would be a resume,
but not all of us have had experience writing up a resume, and much
less, making it look professional. Well, Academic and Career Advising
is available to help students before the Expo. Here are a few helpful
hints from the ACA's guide to resumes and cover letters:
• Choose carefully what you would like to include in your resume.
• Leave things out that seem irrelevant. Bigger is not always better.
• In fact, attempt to keep it to one page, but use an appropriate font,
and don't try to squeeze all of the information onto the page.
• Emphasize what the employer is looking for
• Don't procrastinate. Get started on your resume as soon as you feel
you might need it so you won't be rushed.
• Look over the finished product with the employer in mind. Ask
yourself if you sound qualified, and rework it if you aren't satisfied.
• If you just don't have the time to create an adequate resume before
the Expo, don't let this stop you from coming. It isn't a necessity.

U ADvIcIG

UP ( OMM IV I M

reshman who's curious as to what your
all Hall is the place to be between 11:00
Expo is one of the Academic and Career
ch students are encouraged to begin
ture job searches. As Katie Davis of ACA
y the foundation and begin forming
great place to find a job or internship in
flyers in the ACA office prior to the event.

If this all seems a little overwhelming, let Academic and Career
Advising direct you through the process. ACA is available year round
for mock interviews, resume and cover letter help, networking
strategies, and more. Besides answering all of your job-searchin
questions, ACA puts together several events over the course of the
year, the semi-annual Employer Expo being one of them.
In the fall, the Employer Expo is preceded by the annual Alumni
Sharing Knowledge (ASK) Night. This night differs from the Expo in
that it is more of informational get together for the students in which
they have the opportunity to meet UPS alumni, learn where they work,
how they used their degree, etc.
Another major event sponsored by ACA is the Etiquette Dinner. This
is a five-course meal in which students learn act properly while on a
dinner interview. The Etiquette Dinner is held in the fall and spring of
each year.
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Krista
Prescott, seen
here in a file
photo, swam
in five events
for the
Loggers'
NWC
Championship
team. UPS is
a contender
for the
national title
next month.

Logger tennis teams suffer
Northwest Conference losses
The Logger women lost 8-I to Whitman on Saturday,
Feb. 20. The lone UPS victory went to Hillark Schenk.
She won a three-game victory for the Loggers, but they
couldn't come back against Whitman.
Sunday was better for the Logger women but they still
recorded a 5-4 loss to Whitworth. Mel Hiramoto, Laura
Brock, Sarah Griffith, and the doubles team of Sarah
Larson and Kate Fussilo won for the Loggers.
The UPS men lost 7-0 to their cross-town rivals, the
PLU Lutes, on Sat., Feb. 20. The match was a Northwest
Conference loss for the Loggers.
Both the men and the women will have plenty of opportunity for a come back this weekend. The women will
play Willamette on Saturday and Lewis and Clark on Sunday. The men will take on both Whitworth and Whitman
on Saturday and Lewis and Clark on Saunday.

Erg-a-thon funds Logger crew
The UPS crew kicked off their annual Erg-a-thon in the
Wheelock Student Center on Wed., Feb. 24. It is one of
several fundraisers for the team. Proceeds help fund travel
and general expenses for the team. Three rowers at a time
will row on an ergometer (known as a rowing machine to
non rowers) in half hour shifts from 7:00 a.m. to 10:00
p.m. The team will continue the Erg-a-thon through 10:00
p.m. on Thurs., Feb. 25.

NBA begins, three months late
The NBA season is in full swing, albeit three months
after the regular starting date. A contract dispute prevented
the season beginning on time.
In the Northwest, the Seattle Supersonics and Portland
Trailblazers are the early frontrunners for the West Division title. The two teams were tied atop the division as of
press time.
Down south in LA, the Lakers are struggling. After losing three games in a row to fall to 6-6, the team fired head
coach Del Harris. LA also picked up free agent and notorious bad boy Dennis Rodman. Just three weeks into it,
the season already promises to be an interesting one.

Women claim conference title
JUUE STATON

Assistant Sports Editor
The men's and women's swim teams
competed at the Northwest Conference
Championship in Ellensburg. Feb. 18-20.
The women brought home the conference title, while the men took second
place to Linfield.
The women's team captured the championship title with a final score of 808.
They earned over 200 points more than
runner-up Whitworth.
The women won only five of eighteen
events, leaving Whitworth eleven first
place finishes out of reach. However, the
Loggers' team depth allowed them to
rack up team points by dominating nearly
every race and finishing in second and
third place.
The Logger men finished in second
behind the Wildcats, winning some
NWC individual event titles and working together to earn team points.
Lance Craig defended his 1998 titlethe 200yd backstroke—finishing the race
in 1:53.33. Craig also took third in both
the 200yd individual medley and the
lOOyd backstroke.

Sexton walked away with a win in the
IOOyd butterfly in 52.19. Chris Fantz and
Matt Jones finished less than a second
after Sexton, claiming second and fifth
place respectively.
Sexton, who has been named one of
two Puget Sound Athletes of the Week,
placed second in the lOOyd backstroke.
"We are really confident going into
nationals now because we all did so well
at this meet," said Sexton. "For the
women to completely dominate the
meet, and for [the team] to have such a
positive experience was reaffirming. It
was a very positive meet overall."
Fantz and Jones each added team
points by participating in relay teams and
finishing well in individual events. Jones
placed third in the SOyd freestyle in
21.72 and Fantz took fifth in the 200yd
butterfly with a time of 2:00.28.
Melissa Clark, who shares the honor
of being Puget Sound Athlete of the
Week with Sexton, won the 200yd
freestyle and placed second in the 500yd
freestyle just ahead of Jenni Jamieson.
Clark also placed second in the lengthy
1650yd freestyle and had three lifetime
best swims at the NWC meet.
"Hopefully (the times) will mean
more points for the team" Clark said,

Road trip becomes nightmare for basketball
Scorr LEONARD
Sports Editor
It's to difficult to say, but the season
has only gotten worse. While optimism
must always be a part of every athletes
\ocabulary, there are times when the
word seems to lose all meaning.
Unfortunately, that time has arrived for
the Logger men's
'98-'99 RECORD basketball team.
OVERALL 5-17
The team lost their
NWC 4-12
seventh and eigth
games in a row this
past weekend by a combined 65 points.
On the road in Oregon, the Loggers
first lost in a blowout to George Fox 9352. On Saturday, Feb. 20, they lost a
closed decision to Pacific Univeristy by
a score of 89-65.
Against the Bruins, UPS got off to a
rough start, scoring just eighteen points
in the first half. Bruin Jordan Green, the
NWC's leading scorer, dropped in 28

points, including five 3-pointers.
Just two Loggers scored in double digits: Rashad Norris shot two of eleven
from the field for thirteen points and Jer emy Werkau added ten.
"We tried to play hard, it just wasn't
productive," Logger coach Bob Niehl
told reporters following the game. "We
stumbled over each other. It was a frustrating night."
Werkau had a huge game on the following night but it wasn't enough for the
Loggers. He scored a UPS season-high

WHAT HAPPENED: The Loggers practically forgot to show up for their games,
losing by a combined 65 points in a pair
of losses to George Fox and Pacific.
WHAT IT MEANS: Not much, since the
Loggers had no shot at post-season play
even before the two slaughters.
THIS WEEKEND: Advice to the fans:
watch the women's games, then head
for the bowling alley.

32 points on eleven of thirteen shooting
from the field, hit nine of eleven from
the line, and grabbed fourteen rebounds.
Turnovers ended up hurting the Loggers, however, as they commited eight
of them in the last nine minutes of the
first half. Pacific utilized thse
turnonvers, taking a fifteen point lead
into the half.
The two losses left the Loggers at 412 on the season, still in ninth place out
often teams in the NWC. The eight game
losing streak is their longest this year.
The best chance for UPS to pick up a
victory this weekend is against Whitman,
who has a 7-9 record. In the two teams'
previous meeting, the Missionaries prevailed 100-88.
This weekend's games are at home.
The Loggers host Whitman Friday, Feb.
26, and Whitworth Saturday, Feb. 27,
both at 8:00 p.m.
This weekend's games mark the last
time in a UPS uniform for seniors Rashad
Norris, Bob Strahl, Jeremey Werkau, and
Mike Miller, who graduate this May.
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"because I'll be seeded in the top heats."
Clark also praised the attitude of the
team. "Everyone's spirits were high, so
it made it a good conference meet."
Shannon Koszarek won the NWC title
for the 1 OOyd breaststroke with a time of
1:10.60. Carla Fellezs and Kristen Booth
scored team points and placed in individual events.
Booth took second in the 200yd backstroke and the 400yd individual medley.
Fellezs placed third, just over a second
behind Booth in the 200yd backstroke.
Fellezs was also second in the 200yd individual medley.

WHAT HAPPENED: The women captured first place and the men took second at the NWC Championships.
WHAT IT MEANS: With their perfor-

mances, the women will send eighteen
swimmers to defend their national title
while ten men head to nationals.
LOOKING AHEAD: UPS co-hosts the national meet in their own back yard at
Federal Way's King County Aquatic
Center on March 10-13.

LOGGER
PROFILE

Melissa Clark

"I really enjoyed
getting to know all
of the swimmers,
because they 're all
awesome!"
Sport: Swimming

Year: Freshman
High School: Redmond High School - Redmond, OR
Been swimming since: About the age of nine.
Goals for Nationals: To be seeded in top heats of her events
and improve her 200yd freestyle time by two seconds.
Superstition: Just to stay as relaxed as possible.
Most Inspirational Person: Justin Gordon, her life long
swimming coach. "He has been the backbone of my swimming and of my life."
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Loggers playoff hopes in dire straights
The Loggers
lost both of
their games
this past
weekend,
endangering
their chances
togo to the
playoffs. The
team's fate
rests in the
hands of
George Fox,
who now
leads the
Loggers by
one game.

Cmusi'y OWEN

Sports going
down dram
*
JAms
Momus
Staff Writers
JASON
BRIAN

This is the state of sports today?
Dennis Rodman breaks out in a pathetic rash of crying over the fact that
he'll earn $150,000 for half-aseason's play, six times more money
than teachers and cops (people who
actually serve some purpose in the
world) earn annally, but somehow
less money than he feels he deserves.
The San Diego Padres get rid of
Ken Caminiti, Steve Finley, Joey
Hamilton, Kevin Brown and Greg
Vaughn in their second team-devastating fire-sale in four years.
Eugene Robinson, one of the
league's most reputably holy and respectable figures, is anested for soliciting oral sex from a prostitute the
night before the Super Bowl.
The US Olympic Committee gets
caught in a scandal so unethical that
even the late Richard Nixon must be
smiling at this sudden chance for redemption in the public eye.
Sergei Federov is honored as a fantastically generous spirit, donating his
entire $2 million salary to charitywhile eking it out with a $15 million
signing bonus.
Mike Tyson, after returning to jail
for beating two pedestrains into submission after a three-car accident,
tears a television off the wall and
throws it at prison guards.
Seventeen year-old gymnast Dominique Moceanu, after disowning
her parents, spends over $29,000 in
two and a half weeks in Orlando,
earning the wrath and contempt of
coaches and peers across the sport.
The Padres welcomed Garth
Brooks to their spring camp in a publicity stunt aimed at winning fans
back after selling out all their players—just weeks after the fans voted
to pay for a brand new stadium.
This country is expected to hold its
breath anxiously and cross its fingers
as the NBA decides whether it wants
to play this year or whether it's too
confused and out-of-shape to do anything but lie around counting its
money. When play finally starts, it's
in the form of a shortened season
notable mostly for the depressingly
low scores.
Kentucky quarterback Tim Couch
refuses to enter the draft unless he's
assured the 1st pick—despite the fact
that he's not allowed to speak with
NFL teams about his draft status.
A good beer at a hockey game is
$4.50. George Steinbrenner. Albert
Belle. Marge Schott.
If sports are the opiate of the nation, this hit is cashed.

Staff Writer
The UPS Loggers dropped a pair of
crucial games this past weekend in Oregon. On Friday the Loggers faced
George Fox and
'98-'99 RECORD lost 64-72 moving
OVERALL 19-4 the Bruins into seeNWC 12-4
ond place and the
Loggers into third.
The following night Pacific University
defeated the Loggers 65-70. The Loggers are focusing on the final two games
of the season against Whitman and
Whitworth to keep their NAIA playoff
chances alive.
Kristina Goos led the Loggers against
George Fox, scoring eighteen points.
Erin Peterson added fourteen and Ali
Miller chipped in thirteen in the game.
The Loggers outscored the Bruins in the
second half of the game 40-33, but the
Bruins had too great of a lead from the
first half.
"It's tough to play at George Fox,"
Kate Emerson commented. "They have
a strong crowd giving a lot of support.
At half time we realized we had to fight
to win this game and we came out strong
but there was too deep of a hole."
"They were strong in the first half and
it overwhelmed us," said Beth Davies.
"We have been trying to get back together and play as a team. There have
been a lot of injuries and illnesses that
we have had to work with."
On Saturday night Miller and Goos led
in scoring with seventeen and fifteen
points, respectively. Erin Dahigren provided ten points to round out the double
digit scoring for the Loggers. "They
rattled us, we did not expect them to apply a full court press for the entire gme"

states Emerson. "They were fired up to
play and it startled our team."
This weekend the Loggers have their
last home games of the season at the
Memorial Field house. It will be the last
home game for seniors Goos and Miller.
In four years, Goos has made the 1,000
point club at UPS; she is also the third
all-time leading scorer for UPS. Miller
is a strong defensive player and their
combination has provided momentum
for the Loggers the past four years.
"These last two games are really important for our season. The last few
weeks have not been our best" says
Davies. "We want to tie our season together with these games and give the seniors two home court wins. If we believe
in ourselves we should be able to take
care of business."
The Loggers face Whitman on Friday
and Whitworth on Saturday night. In or der to advance to the playoffs, the Loggers must win this weekend's games.0

Additionally, Pacific Lutheran or Seattle
University has to defeat George Fox. This
would place the Loggers in a tie with
George Fox, resulting in the Loggers advancing because they hold the tiebreaker. "We should have everyone back.
Vanni has been playing well too" says
Emerson. "It is our last home game and
we are excited to have everyone back."

CRUISE SHIP EMPLOYMENT Workers earn up to $2,000+/month
(wI tips and benefits). World
Travel! Land-Tour jobs up to
$5,000 - $7,000/summer. Ask us
how! 517-336-4235 ext. C60891
FOSTER HOMES - Pierce County
Alliance is seeking committed individuals and families who want to
make a difference in the lives of
children. Foster homes needed to
provide care for Children ages 6 to
12 and Youth ages 13 to 18 years
old. Contact 253-502-5470 foi
Pierce County and 360-698-6763
ext. 470 for Kitsap County.
CONCERNED ABOUT OPTIMUM HEALTH? Learn more
about what nature has to offer for
Everyday Good Health, Nutrition
for the Skin, Support for Athletes,
and Weight Loss. National, Dr. Recommended Nutrition. For free
samples and info, please call Dor othy at 888-673-8909.

For a complete schedule
9f all athletic events, pick

up a pocket schedule in
the athletic office.

Women's
Basketball
Feb. 26
Whitman
College
@ Home
6:00 p.m.
Feb. 27
Whiworth
College
@ Home
6:00 p.m.

Men's
Basketball
Feb. 26
Whitman
College
@ Home
8:00 P.M.
Feb. 27
Whiworth
College
@ Home
8:00 P.M.

Swimming
UPS lost both games
this past weekend. The Loggers have
dropped three of their last four games,
falling into a tie for 3rd in the NWC.
WHAT IT MEANS: The Loggers' fate
rests in the hands of George Fox. Assuming the Bruins win only one of their
two remaining games, UPS must win
their last two in order to leave the teams
in a tie for second in the NWC. In that
scenario, UPS holds the tiebreaker and
advances to the NAIA playoffs.
WHAT HAPPENED:

Collesge Vight
tvery Tuesday!
io()

Mar. 10-13
NAJA National
Championships
@ Federal Way,
WA

Skiing
Feb. 25-27
McCall, ID
Regional
Championships

Women's
Tennis

CLASSIFIEDS
Are you a student who needs lucrative part-time work? Earn $1,200
immediately with fast-growing,
NYSE corporation. 1-888-634-4704

WSSEV
LiN N

s

•SUU Well Drinks
94400 MD * Lite iitchers

umol
ff
mmm
PUB & GIfl.L
l

3840 6th Ave. Tacoma • 759-2896

Va

Feb. 27
Willamette
University
@ Salem, OR
2:00p.m.
Feb. 28
Lewis & Clark
College
@ Portland, OR
10:00 a.m.

Men's Tennis
Feb. 27
Whitworth
College
@ Spokane, WA
1:00p.m.
Feb. 27
Whitman
College
@ Walla Walla,
WA
5:00 p.m.
.

Feb. 28
Lewis & Clark
College
@ Portland, OR
TBA
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; LETTERS TO THE EDiTOR
-

Write your pertinent, informed opinion, preferably in 500 words or less,17
and let the campus community know what you think. All letters must have a
.signature and a phone number and are due no later than Mondays at noon.
The Editor reserves the right to edit for clarity and length. Letters thay be
sent to WSC 011 or trail@ups.edu .

V-Day publicity turns event into 'vulgar day'
This letter is not intended to criticize only offensive, but cowardly. If one felt
motivated to display the act why not disthe "Vagina Monologues." It is not writplay some pictures of the same act out
ten to judge the contents of the producof Hustler magazine? Why settle for a
tion. As I understand it, the contents supposedly were to be of value to those who funky imitation?
Why not? Because they were not only
could attend. Unfortunately, I was unable
being cowardly but hypocritical as well.
to attend. I am able to say, though, that I
Sexual harassment
and many others
cases are made
were exposed to
from such garbage
the marketing for Whatever im] 7a Ct "The
that we saw hangthe production.
Vagina Monc gues was
ing in the student
That is why after a
center. Perhaps it
v hile when I saw supposed to / ye had must
could somehow be
the V-Day flyers
t by the
construed as art of
and other adver- have been oj
some sort because
tisements, I started advertisemen ts
it was on public
to refer to V-Day
display and was
as "vulgar day."
therefore deemed acceptable. A fellow
You may call me prudish or hypersensitive, but it was vulgar. The advertise- exposed himself to a female student this
ments were morally crude, insensitive, fall and she reported it to security. Perexcessive, and highly offensive. Whathaps the guy was simply trying to express himself. An artistic endeavour.
ever impact the play was supposed to
have, must have been offset by the adIf the displays for vulgar day can be
vertisements. The crude drawing of two deemed acceptable now, what things will
stick people engaged in oral sex was not be deemed acceptable in the future?
'

Poll respondant
apologizes to
Greek system
"What kind of asshole says shit like
that?" I found myself thinking this afternoon while I scanned over the Feb. 18
edition of the Opinions page in The Trail.
The subject of my response was an answer to a question given by a young man
claiming that the way to get people to
vote in ASUPS elections is to do what
the fraternities do, "Provide naked drunk
women, of course." Boy, somebody's
gonna hate that guy tomorrow, I thought,
until I suddenly realized that it was my
quote. I was struck with two horrible realizations: first, my picture looks like
hell, and second, newsprint can remove
all vocal inflection of sarcasm from what
people say.
With the rising popularity of Greekhating, it scares me to think that I came
off as joining the anti-Greek bandwagon.
Though I personally am not a member,
nor necessarily interested in joining the
Greek system, I can say that many of my
friends are in fraternities and sororities,
and, contrary to how my comments may
have come across, I don't feel that the
Greek system is a negative entity.
Generalizations tend to cause trouble,
and my generalization, although in actuality a sarcastic comment, did come
across as a prejudiced thing to say. Therefore I apologize to the Greek system, and
the fraternities especially for my comments. I, or anybody, should not let stories of a few "bad apples" ruin the view
of the Greek system that, as far as I'm
concerned, has never lived up to its bad
reputation.
Sincerely,
Karl Miller

There is nothing wrong with being modest, unobtrusive, or having integrity. If
something makes you feel bad or ill at
ease, you have every right to question it
and to speak out if compelled to do so.
What of free speech? Our rights and our
freedoms come with a demand for responsibility and discretion. There is a
price. You have rights, but so do I. You
must engage your character and integrity in the exercise of your rights. You
must respect other people's rights, you
must respect other people. That is the
price and that is your responsibility.
The foreward in the program for the
production mentions representations in
Hindu temples and shrines of lingum, an
abstract male genital symbol and yoni, a
female genital symbol. Where is the society that created these temples and
shrines? We can't have perfection in our
society, but we can certainly shoot for
something better than the simulation out
of the pages of a grocery store magazine.
Sincerely,
George Martinson

Fan behavior embarrassing for many
On the other hand, the PLU fans exFirst, on behalf of the team members
and coaches, I would like to thank the hibited constraint and supported their
many students, faculty, and staff who teams with encouragement and spirit.
turned out to support the UPS men's I believe a lesson can be learned by
and women's basketball teams at their those individuals who believe that their
recent games against PLU. It was great taunting, harassment, and vulgarity dito see the large crowd in attendance and rected at opponents can have any positive effect on the
I know the players apteams' perforpreciated all their
The only 1 ters in the
mances or the imsupport.
age of the UniverBut! am compelled
Fieldhous were the
sity of Puget
to write this letter reUPS fans w ho resorted Sound student
garding the behavior
body.
of a small group of
to vulQariti s directed
It is a shame
Puget Sound students
at those games.
at PLU atzd 'its players. that a few indi______________ viduals paint a
While UPS ended
distorted picture
up on the short side of
points on the scoreboard in both games, of the majority of students at UPS.
I have sent a copy of this letter to the
there were no losers on the court. PLU
brought talented women and men team PLU teams and fans to apologize for
members to the Memorial Fieldhouse the poor taste and conduct exhibited by
and earned hard-fought victories. The some of our fans. I hope in the future
only losers in the Fieldhouse were the that all of UPS fans will encourage and
UPS fans who resorted to vulgarities support the Loggers and refrain from
taunting and using profanity toward
directed at FLU and its players.
their opponents.
This action was a source of embarSincerely,
rassment for the UPS community, inRich Ulrich
cluding the parents in attendance, loyal
Director of Physical
Logger Club fans, faculty, staff, stuEducation, Athletics,
dents, administrators, and Trustees who
and Recreation
were present.
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Former Web Master sets facts straight
This is in regard to the news brief
about the new webmaster: While I am
flattered about the correct spelling of
my name, I was actually THE former
web person for ASUPS. I quit last summer and someone else took over. So
people shouldn't, as the article implies,
blame me for the site's outdated re-

sources and unanswered e-mails.
That aside, I'm confident Heavner
will do the job much better than I ever
did. ASUPS is lucky to have him, and
whoever replaces him next year will
have a lot to live up to.
Sincerely,
Nick Michal

Vho'syour
favort-te prolfessor
& whg P
"I enjoyed Martin
Jackson because of his
enthusiasm."

—Lindsay Baynes-

"Cynthia Gibson is the
best because she takes
us to math parties."

—Scott Flichtbeil-

"Steve Rodgers is my
favorite because I'm
going to get an A on my
French debate test after
he reads this."

—Meaghan Burnell"Matthew Pickard is my
favorite because he ' a
wonderful math teacher &
he 's super-friendly."

—Anita Askman"John Lear is my favorite
because he has such a
passion for what he
teaches."

—Raka BhattacharyaPhotos by T. Anthony

Editor's note
In the Feb. 18 Combat Zone, "ASUPS candidate" Fiona
Trotsky stated that she would "officially ban Ted Spas and
other UPS alumni from further association with the current student community." She followed with the statement,
"It's okay to be a drop out, but it's pathetic to drop out in
Tacoma." Adam Hersh, the editor responsible for printing
the statement, realizes in hindsight that the sequence of sentences implies that Spas was a UPS dropout. Hersh was
actually referring to dropping out from society, not from
UPS. He recognizes that Spas is a UPS graduate.
However, it was inappropriate for the Combat Zone to
discuss the current life of Spas, a private citizen, in any
fashion, without a newsworthy reason. The Combat Zone
was in violation of Spas' right to privacy, and we truly apologize for and damage the statement may have incurred on
his reputation.
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Hate propaganda found increasingly on Web
BEN HEAVNER

Political Columnist

Sometimes it's easy to imagine
that hate crimes and racism are a
thing of the past. Especially when
I'm here at UPS, I tend to assume
that the whole world is enlightened
and tolerant and wouldn't buy
into racist garbage. However,
there was a news article this
week that made me pause and
realize that we college students
can be targets for racist propaganda precisely because we are
encouraged to be tolerant and
open-minded.
On Tuesday, the Southern Poverty
Law Center reported that racist
groups are increasingly spreading
their propaganda on the Internet.
Further, their report indicated that
racist groups are shifting their tar get audience from street thugs to
college-bound teens.
According to the report, the number of hate sites on the Internet grew
by nearly sixty percent between
1997 and the end of 1998. In other
words, the KKK and its like are expanding their publicity from
cheaply-produced pamphlets that
reach a couple hundred people to the
World Wide Web, which is accessed
by millions of people.

The target demographic of hate literature is currently shifting away
from uneducated people to "collegebound teens who live in middle-class
and upper-class homes," according
to Mark Potok, a spokesman for the
Law Center. Neo-Nazis, white and
black supremacists, and other hate

I

B u r St i n g
the
Bubble

groups are trying to recruit from
groups of people who are educated
and have access to technology. That
means that the propoganda is becoming more subtle and perhaps
more appealing to people such us the
students here at UPS.
Web sites turn up as we research
for papers, hunt for MP3s, or just
randomly explore the web. A lot of
the fun of the web is that one can
find all sorts of random information
very easily. I don't think that many
people pause to question a lot of the
facts on the World Wide Web unless
they're blatantly exaggerated or
false. That makes the Internet a fer tile ground for racist propoganda.

As college students, we're lucky
enough to have extremely good access to the Internet. Using the World
Wide Web is generally a matter of
course—for most of us, it's not even
a trip down to the computer lab anymore. We use hotmail and IRC, and
increasingly, we will be exposed to
the rhetoric of hate. What's more, we
may even become the target audience for hate-group recruitment.
I think that the great majority of
current UPS students know how to
be discriminating readers. Most of
us will be able to spot blatant propaganda, but not all of the new hate
sites will be overt, and some students
may not recognize what they're
reading. Because we approach web
sites with an open, exploring mind,
we might buy a load of racist crap.
Some of you may remember the
controversy surrounding the European Student Union a few years ago.
The pro-Norse culture that they were
espousing was a perfect example of
a difficult judgement call. Our campus struggled to decide if the ESU
was racist, or simply a culturallyaware club that we wanted on campus. It turned out that the people who
tried to found the ESU had gotten a
lot of their information from a whitesupremacist web site.
Our current student body isn't the
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This picture comes from a site accessed through a Yahoo
search using the key word "KKK." The page warns that
the contents are "politically incorrect" and "ifyou don 't
believe in free speech "you shouldn't proceed.
only group I'm worried about, either.
Incoming students who are the new
target audience may be even less
skeptical of web sites than we are.
They will have been the target of
hate-group Internet propoganda for
a longer time in their lives, and so
may be more influenced by racist
media. Hate groups are targeting the
future UPS student body right now.
We shouldn't stop using the
Internet or researching, but we
should examine our sources with an

ever-more critical and skeptical eye.
We should discuss questionable
sites, and keep a wary eye out for
subtle racism. We need to think about
the implications of what we read on
the Internet.
Anyone and any group can make
a web page, and web pages made by
hate groups aren't all clearly labeled
"THIS IS A BIGOT SITE." Being
published on the Internet does not
make something objective or true,
only available.

Improve ASUPS by monitoring promises
R'r4 SWEENEY
Assistant Opinions Editor

As I sit through another set of speeches
by ASUPS candidates, my mind, like
many of yours, begins to drift. I start to
think to myself, "Haven't I heard this
before? Isn't this a recycled platform?
Didn't somebody else already tell me
this? Wasn't that someone else's project
last semester?" The sad answer to these
thoughts is a resounding, loud, clear and
affirmative YES!
The question of course then arises,
why are solutions to problems being repeated? By definition a solution is supposed to SOLVE a problem, and if a
problem is solved, no one should be worrying about it anymore.
Where normal logical human thinking
is concerned, no one believes this hogwash for a second. People would laugh
at the idea of using old solutions that
didn't work on old problems. But this is
not normal, logical life; this is politics,
where image and hype rule the stage.
So we notice that these ASUPS elections are a repeat with some new actors,
but mostly familiar faces. Once again,
we see the same people running for office, some of them with campaign slogans they can trace back to high school.
Yes, these are the politically wise of
UPS, they are the ones who know that
what you say doesn't matter, as long as
you're saying something. They make the
same promises year after year and consistently fail to solve the problems that
they claim are "issues" on campus.
Clearly this is not the way we want

our political system to work. We would
prefer that our political candidates get
elected for a real reason, and that they
do what they say they're going to do
when they get elected.
Okay, okay, so it what if it is utopia? I
can be idealistic, after all, this does happen to be the University ofPuget Sound,
it's not like I'll stand out or anything. But
before I blend into the masses of coffeeshop-pseudo-intellectuals, I'd like to propose a workable solution to this particular problem.
I know many of my faithful fans out
there are disappointed that I'm actually
proposing changes instead of just
bitching about things I don't like. To all
of you I apologize, but every once in a
while I feel the need to actually contribute to this institution in which I spend
approximately my whole life.
My plan is rather simple, and it can be
enacted starting today, for today we have
our newly-elected offioials. My plan, elegant in its simplicity, is to hold these
officials accountable for their promises,
and to demand that they make progress
on those promises. We as students must
vigilantly pursue these newly-elected officials if we are to make a difference.
Now before any of you call the nice
young men in their clean white coats to
come and take me away because I've lost
all contact with reality, let me explain
something to you. I know that students
are lazy, and believe me I'm probably
one of the laziest around. You may not
know this, but even the very article
you're reading at this second was turned
in late by yours truly, and writing articles

is a hell of a lot more fun than doing calculus homework.
i'm sure as hell not going to keep track
of all these silly candidates and their
promises. I'm going to forget about it in
two weeks, just like the rest of you and We would
contribute to the growing problem.
What I propose is that someone prefer that
(ASUPS perhaps?) construct some kind our political
of large board in a public area (say... oh,
candidates
I don't know... the SUB?) that has each
official's campaign promises and a seeget elected
tion that reports on the progress that
they're making. This way when we want for a real
to know next year what's different, we
can just look on the board. Plus, it will reason, and
give us a constant view of who is effec- that they do
tive in ASUPS and who is dead weight.
If ASUPS would agree to create such what they
a board or large visible chart of each
say they're
official's progress on their campaign
promises, I personally will agree to get going to do
off my lazy ass during next year's elecwhen they
tions and write about the progress of each
and every candidate. This measure of acget elected.
countability could also serve as a great
basis for next year's debates. Each candidate could point to the effectiveness of
themselves and their opponents.
So I hereby issue my formal challenge
to the newly-elected officials of ASUPS:
put up a visible measure of exactly what
you're doing, what you said you'd do and
how you're planning to continue. If you
want to solve all the "communication"
problems I heard so much about during
the campaign, this is it, a concrete solution to the problem. Or you could keep
the problem around so you have something to "solve" next year.

the LSAT?
I'm Steven Klein, LSAT specialist.
Fourteen years and 3000 students
later, I don't think anyone knows more
about this test, or how to teach it, than
I do. That's why I still teach my own
classes. That's why you should call me.
My nine week course features 36
hours of class time with weekly help
sessions and five mock exams for the
reasonable price of $695.
I can answer any LSAT question - let
me prove it. Call now for a free
seminar: 524.4915
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Brothers provide valuable lesson
D14,NNA WOODS

Opinions Editor
This article is first and foremost a testimony
to my brothers, but is also a metaphor. If you
can figure out what it vfor you get a gold star
I have two younger brothers, Daniel and Robert. They're kind of the deliquents in the family.
They do their share of drugs and alcohol. They
like to steal things in bulk like hotel bathrobes.
They're crude, generally irresponsible and not
especially considerate. But you know what? I
love them anyway, as do my parents and sisters.
The reason we all still like my brothers is because they are actually great guys. They're
smarter than they pretend to be, they're funnier
than most people I know, and while they don't
cive a damn about people who aren't worth it,
they really care about the people who matter.
But, they are just my brothers. They're great,
but they're not gods.
When my brothers do something bad, I tell
them what I think about it. For instance, Robert
once told an incredibly crude joke that, due to
very unfortunate current events, was especially
inappropriate. I told him exactly why what he
said was beyond offensive, and suggested that
he think a little more about what he says, especially when he's around people who are less for giving than myself. Just because he's my little
brother, I'm not going to let him run around
blurting out true obscenities without giving him
a piece of my mind.
I do have my regrets, though. I haven't always taken my own advice and thought about

what I said before I said it.
Once Daniel and Robert
had done something
slightly illegal (details will
be withheld because our
mother reads this paper),
and rather than being a responsible big sister and letting them know how I felt
about their actions, I basically just called them stupid and jumped to a bunch
of other conclusions about
what they did or have done
in the past.
It wasn't very nice of me,
needless to say. In fact, it reDaniel and Robert Woods, brothers and Fri ends of
ally taught me a valuable
lesson. When you call your
editor, communicate with "The Other World"
brothers stupid, it helps
using advanced technology.
nothing at all. It doesn't
matter whose mouth the word comes from, but
they see me still. No loud, immature comments
basically, the boys are going to react negatively
at parties and bars from them, thank you very
much. Especially since I've admitted to havto this kind of criticism.
It is really more important to let the little brothing made a mistake, and even better, have
ers know that what they've done is disagreeable
learned from it.
to you (as calmly as possible), express your rightMy brothers are extraordinarily unique
people and I am a proud to have them as part
ful concerns about their safety and the safety of
those around them, and then let them make their
of my family. They may give me and the rest
of us Woods-type-people (Mom is a Moore
own choices. After all, people do learn best from
now, and Michael, the Moore name-giver, gets
their own mistakes. As long as those mistakes
to come along for the ride, too) a little grief
aren't really hurting anyone, it's ok.
sometimes, but that's ok because it adds to our
One thing I love about my brothers though, is
their ability to get over things. It's been a long
family experience. And as long as the lines of
communication are wide open, I think they can
time since the original slightly illegal act occured,
learn a bit from us too.
but they don't give me shit about it every time

Lawn pools open possibility for ice rink
ZACK STOCKDALE

will go away? (I think that's what the
Staff Writer
definition of a spring is, but I'm not a
geology major, I prefer to study stuff I
Lately I've had several opportunities
don't have to lick, but if you like that
to take quite restful strolls beside gentle
sort of thing..
streams and still lakes. The funny thing
Then there's the UPS lake, located out
is, I haven't left campus for about a week.
in front of the Music/Religion Building.
I'm referring to the perpetual swamp that
(Does anyone understand that combinais the grass here at UPS. I'm from Netion?) It's in that weird semi-open area
s'ada, the state synonymous with gammodeled after something Thomas
bling, bad Elvis impressions and legalJefferson designed in Virginia (they make
ized prostitution. While I'm not proud
a big deal to tell us about it when we first
of everything that
get here, and then
goes on in Nevada,
most people never
I wonder wh lesigned the
at least I can take
remember it). Incidentally, it's called
drainage for th ese fields?
Karlen Quad. As
ON THE GRASS!
my contact in the
Did they thin k rain
Plant Department
I cannot tell you
wouldn 't be 2n issue in tne
told me, there achow much I miss
walking around on fine state of 141 ishington?
tually used to be a
pond there that
the grass, to feel
the rich fertile
they buried to
earth beneath my feet. Now-a-days all I
build the field. Where were all those fafeel is mud seeping into my socks. I
mous Northwest treehugging wackos
talked to a friend of mine in the Plant
when you needed 'em?
Department (otherwise known as the
However, the lake is returning as the
ones who closed Todd field because the
dirt slowly settles, and those pesky natugrass was torn up—I guess that's what
ral springs keep bubbling up. This really
happens when it gets used). Anyway, my
needs to be taken care of, post-haste like.
friend informed me that there are a
Unfortunately, they can't just fix it eascouple of natural springs under campus
ily, because it would require tearing the
field up and that would involve even
that keep the grass saturated so that all
the rain we get stays on the surface.
more mud than what we have now, as
I wonder who designed the drainage
well as a bunch of sweaty guys (and since
for these fields before they were built?
we live in such an equality-based sociDid they think that rain wouldn't be an
ety, sweaty women) driving big canary
yellow machines, making more noise in
issue in the fine state of Washington? Or
the process than those military jets that
maybe they thought that if you cover an
up-swelling of water with enough dirt, it
rush overhead every three minutes. Hey,
(
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there goes one now!
Three possibilities have occurred to
meto deal with this situation. 1) We
could put a huge refrigerated dome over
the whole area, and set up a hockey rink.
I would love to get a good game of
hockey going—I've always wanted to try
that body check thing. Every year the
___
drama department could put on an Ice
Capades for the community. Think of all
HAt g1LL'1
the money we could make.
WITERc
Or we could call up Orange County,
Calif. and offer to sell them all our excess water; they always seem to need it.
I mean, they try to take Nevada's water
all the time. (Yes, there is water in Nevada, and yes, there is more in the state
besides Vegas. Hey, we have Area 51,
the Extraterrestrial Highway, and if the
E.P.A. has its way, pretty soon we'll
have one of the largest deposi--r
-tories of nuclear waste!)
Third, we could
make the best of it and
start the first varsity
mud-wrestling team
LJ
in the country. I bet
-.
they'd win more then
fl
the football team.
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Editorial Policy
The Puget Sound Trail is a weekly
publication of the Associated Students of the University of Pu get
Sound. Opinions and advertisements
contained herein do not necessarily
reflect the views of the Trail staff,
ASUPS, the university or its Board
of Trustees. Articles and letters in
the Opinions section are printed at
the discretion of the Opinions Editor. The Trail reserves the right to
edit or refuse any letters submitted
for publication. All letters must have
a signature and phone number and
are due no later than Mondays at
noon. Letters may be sent to:
The Puget Sound Trail
University of Puget Sound
1500 N. Warner
Tacoma, WA 98416
trail@ups.edu

In a world where hope is fading,

faith endures.
Terezin, 1944.
Imprisoned in a world that devalues her very humanity, one
I 2-year-old girl discovers the importance of family and the power of faith.
Seattle Children's Theatre, in association with AT&T: OnStage® ,presents
THE BOOK OF RUTH, a poignant new play about one of history's saddest chapters.
Separated from the rest of their family and sent to a Jewish transit camp, young Ruth and
her grandmother Hannah face every day as if it were their last.
Together, they vow to find light in a dark world, relying on their faith in
God and love for one another.
Seattle Children's Theatre
in association with AT&T: OnStage ®,
presents the world premiere

AT&T is proud of our association with Seattle Children's Theatre and
THE BOOK OF RUTH. By providing support to such inspiring, insightful new works, we
enrich the arts as well as the communities we serve.

of a new play The Book of Ruth
by Deborah Lynn Frockt.
Directed by Steven E. Alter.
Now through May 2nd.
Seattle Children's Theatre,
2nd Avenue North & Thomas Street,
Seattle, WA.
For tickets call: 206 441-3322
© 1999 AT&T
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Looking Back,* This week in Logger history
1805: Meriwether Lewis and William Clark pause to "use the
facilities" near what is now Rasmussen Rotunda before venturing off
to more first-rate regions of the Pacific Northwest.
1931: University President Edward H. Todd orders squatter
settlement cleared to make way for the new North End campus.
1951: Joseph McCarthy speaks at Kilworth Chapel, praising the
student body for exposing Communists in the Proctor District.
1968: KUPS is on the air. Its mission: To Annoy & Oppress.
1805: Lewis and Clark lecture Native Americans
1969: Abbie Hoffman becomes the first person to figure out how to shortly after using the facilities near what is now the
Rasmussen Rotunda.
make free long-distance callsfrom a campus phone.
1972: Last winning season for Logger football. Brock Kenworth runs for
1,200 yards and becomes the first Phi Delt to smash his head through a
wall.
1973: UPS feels the effects of the energy crisis: Students car pool to
campus in their Coupe DeVilles, paper plate consumption is halved.
1978: Doug Kirkpatrick becomes the first student to suggest replacing
the tape of the bells. The replacement: "Stairway to Heaven" by Led
Zeppelin.
1985: Michael Jackson performs at Logger Stadium in conjunction with
Theme Year; exchanges "pointers" with the Frugal Gourmet, Jeff Smith.
1992: UPS loses official title as the "University of Parties and Sex,"
renamed the "University of Privileged Sycophants."
1993: The Puget Sound Trail receives a
1978: Doug Kirkpatrick, climbing a stairway to
heaven.
well-reasoned letter to the editor.
1996: Gallagher plays to a "sold-out" Pamplin Memorial Fieldhouse. An
earthquake rocks the Tacoma area, delaying "Seinfeld" broadcast for
over two hours. UPS Paul Bunyan Society formed.
1997: The Educational Testing Board re-scales the SAT, merriment
abounds on Jones' first floor. Last good party at UPS: a student dressed
as a dancing bear falls down two flights of stairs just outside without
spilling his drink!
1998: Combat Zone Editor leaves for study abroad, merriment abounds 1985: UPS students "Beat It" to the stylings of
Michael Jackson in Logger Stadium.
on Jones' first floor.
1999: The word "vagina" is spoken more times in one week at UPS than in all previous human history.
41

The Combat Zone is intended as a satirical work and, as such,
has been set apart from the rest of this paper. The views and
opinions expressed by the Combat Zone do not necessarily
reflect those of The Puget Sound Trail, ASUPS, NAMBLA, or
the University of Puget Sound. But they should.

5pas:

Smarter than us, and better looking.

